
 

Study sparks debate over relationship
between compact development and driving

March 6 2017

Compact development is often recommended as a way to get people to
drive less and create more sustainable communities. However, different
studies over the years have yielded different outcomes, leading to a
muddled understanding about the true impact of compact development.
After using meta-aggression analysis, Mark R. Stevens of the University
of British Columbia, concludes that planners should not rely on compact
development as their only strategy for reducing driving, as it doesn't have
much of an impact.

In the article, "Does Compact Development Make People Drive Less?"
in the Journal of the American Planning Association (Vol. 83, No. 1),
Stevens looks at nearly 20 years of research and the different outcomes
from measuring changes to one of the five features of compact
development referred to as the "D-variables" - density, diversity, design,
destination accessibility, and distance to transit. He writes that his
analysis is the first step in reducing the confusion generated from the
multitude of studies and helps improve the understanding of compact
development's influence on driving.

Stevens concludes that planners "should probably not assume that
compact development will be very effective" in achieving the goal of
reducing driving.. "At minimum, planners and municipal decision
makers should not rely on compact development as their only strategy
for reducing VMT (vehicle miles traveled) unless their goals for reduced
driving are very modest and can be clearly achieved at a low cost."
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Stevens's research has ignited a passionate debate over compact
development's true impacts. Reid Ewing and Robert Cervero, professors
at the University of Utah and the University of California, Berkeley, co-
authored one of the most cited JAPA articles about compact
development. They comment that their greatest concern is that Stevens
has overreached in his conclusions.

Susan Handy, professor at the University of California, Davis, comments
that compact development cannot reduce driving very much on its own,
but we cannot reduce driving very much without it. She writes that
communities need to make it possible to drive less, help people
understand how to drive less, and make people want to drive less.

Michael Manville, assistant professor at UCLA Luskin School of Public
Affairs, adds his voice to the mix. He comments that planners should
focus instead on the free land provided to cars instead of studying the
5Ds. "Travel's influence on the built environment is a function of the
built environment designed for travel. We should stop pretending
otherwise."

Gerrit-Jan Knaap and Uri Avin, FAICP, professors at the University of
Maryland, College Park, and PhD candidate Li Fang, comment that
Stevens's revelation about compact development is not new. "There is
nothing wrong with his conclusion that if planners want to reduce VMT
they should not expect to have much influence through changing urban
form. But in many respects this conclusion is nearly obsolete."

  More information: Mark R. Stevens. Does Compact Development
Make People Drive Less?, Journal of the American Planning Association
(2016). DOI: 10.1080/01944363.2016.1240044
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https://phys.org/tags/driving/
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